
English Home Learning Grid 3 (Y6) 

4th - 15th May 

● Complete tasks on SPAG.com 

● Practise statutory spellings (y3/4 and y5/6) 

● Keep reading for pleasure 

● Choose one other thing to work on each day from any of the boxes below. I have provided an idea of how long they may take you. 

Please keep evidence of all your great work and share it with us on Class Dojo to celebrate your achievements! 

Myths and Legends 

 

Our new English topic is Myths and Legends. I'd like you to start by 

thinking about what you already know (starter activities) and then 

moving on to looking at Greek Myths (reading activities). 

 

Starter Activities (1-2 hours total) 

Write down as many examples of myths and legends that you already 

know. 

Use the internet to check your answers and add to your list.  

Using a dictionary/the internet to help if needed, write a definition 

for a myth and a definition for a legend. Can you explain the 

difference between them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Myths and Legends 

 

Writing activity 

(1-2 hours) 

 

Write a retelling of one of the myths that you have read or listened to.  

OR as a challenge write your own Greek myth using the features given above. 

 

 



Myths and Legends  

Reading Activities 

Greek Myths (3-4 hours total) 

 

Myths were a huge part of Ancient Greek culture and life. Listen to 

(or read the PDF transcripts) of some Greek myths 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/ks2-ancient-greece/zk73n

rd .  
 

Complete one or more reading comprehensions on Greek Myths from 

the uploaded examples. These are differentiated and have answers (1 

star is the easiest, 3 stars is the hardest).  

 

Think about what things these Greek myths have in common. Why 

were they important in Ancient Greek culture? Check your ideas 

against the lists below: 

Key Features:  

- Originally told in Ancient times- approximately 1500-3000 years ago 

- Are passed down by oral tradition (by word of mouth) from 

generation to generation 

- Contain good characters facing evil or tasks set by evil characters 

- Often have unhappy endings or suddenly kill off one of the main 

protagonists 

- Have some sort of message or discussion point to consider, but not a 

moral 

- Some tell the stories of creation and how the world begun; others 

are based partly on real events 

- Tend to have mystical or fantastical creatures that are unknown to 

the human world 

- Contain a multitude of heroes and heroines who overcome all 

obstacles in their way 

- Have well-known objects or symbols repeatedly referred to: a box, a 

labrynth, a set of wings and so on 

- Contain Gods, Goddesses and supernatural forces beyond our world 

(see chalkboard opposite) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/ks2-ancient-greece/zk73nrd
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/ks2-ancient-greece/zk73nrd
http://www.keystage2literacy.co.uk/uploads/7/2/8/8/7288079/what_makes_good-_myth_and_character_description.ppt


Extended Writing (2-3 hours each) 
 

Watch this video and use it for inspiration 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jQnvLdXbGA 

 

Choose one of the story starters below: 

1. The air turned black all around me. 

2. The eyes in the painting followed me down the corridor. 

3. The clock stopped....74 minutes past 18. Time to get up. 

 

Nonfiction: 

Write about a moment when you were: 

Proud 

Frightened 

Happy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spelling 

For a challenge cover up the words at the bottom! 

(up to 1 hour) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jQnvLdXbGA

